We study a generalization of the secretary problem, where decisions do not have to be made immediately upon candidates' arrivals. After arriving, each candidate stays in the system for some (random) amount of time and then leaves, whereupon the algorithm has to decide irrevocably whether to select this candidate or not. The goal is to maximize the probability of selecting the best candidate overall. We assume that the arrival and waiting times are drawn from known distributions.
Introduction
The secretary problem is an online selection problem whose origin is still being debated, but is usually attributed to Gardner [1960] , Lindley [1961] or Dynkin [1963] . In the original secretary problem n candidates are interviewed in uniformly random order. Only one candidate can be hired, and the goal is to maximize the probability of hiring the best candidate. After each interview, the interviewer must make an immediate and irrevocable decision whether to hire the candidate, and is only allowed to make pairwise comparisons between candidates that have already been interviewed. The optimal solution is to wait for some threshold, whose exact value (for specific n) is determined by backward induction (e.g., Gilbert and Mosteller [1966] , Lindley [1961] ), and the probability of hiring the best candidate is asymptotically 1/e.
In the past few years the secretary problem and variations thereof have received a lot of attention because of their applications to, among other things, online auctions, e.g., Babaioff et al. [2007 Babaioff et al. [ , 2008 , Ehsani et al. [2018] . An attractive common occurrence in secretary problems (and stopping problems in general) is that the optimal solution is typically a thresholding algorithm. Thresholding algorithms naturally translate to posted price mechanisms, which are inherently truthful; maximizing the value of the chosen candidate(s) is equivalent to maximizing the social welfare. Most of the work on (variations of the) secretary problem does not depart from the truly online nature of the original: an irrevocable decision has to be made immediately upon seeing the agent. In many situations of interest, however, it is reasonable to assume that the decision does not have to be immediate. In the classical secretary-hiring scenario, it is reasonable to expect that the candidate will still be available for some time after the interview; instead of showing a user an advertisement immediately upon arrival to a website, it could be more profitable to wait before presenting an advertisement (if she is expected to stay on the website for a while). In this paper we introduce a general model for the secretary problem in which candidates do not immediately leave the system.
Main results
There are n candidates with some total preference order. Each candidate i arrives at a time A i , drawn i.i.d. from some arrival distribution A. Candidate i stays in the system for some time L i ≥ 0, drawn i.i.d. from some waiting distribution L. At time D i = A i + L i , the algorithm is informed that candidate i is about to leave. The algorithm then has to make the irrevocable decision whether to accept or reject candidate i. The goal is to maximize the probability of accepting the best candidate. We call this problem the stochastic departure secretary problem. The standard secretary problem is recovered if L i = 0 with probability 1 for all i, and any A that has no point mass. For other distributions L, the algorithm can possibly take advantage of having seen further candidates between time A i and D i that serve as a point of comparison. We note that our model subsumes sliding-window models from the literature (e.g., Ho and Krishnan [2015] , see below for details), in which L i is a fixed, constant value. 1 We remark that all of our results hold in the model in which the algorithm is allowed to make a decision at any time before the candidate leaves, as the algorithm can never increase its success probability by accepting earlier than it needs to. Furthermore, the algorithm only accepts a candidate if he is the best candidate observed so far.
Our first main result is an optimal selection rule for an arbitrary arrival distribution and an arbitrary departure distribution. Theorem 1. (Informal) There exists an optimal policy for the stochastic departure secretary problem that decides whether to accept or reject at time t whenever a best-so-far candidate leaves, such that (1) the decisions depend only on t and K t , the number of candidates that have arrived until time t, (2) the decision is monotone non-decreasing in K t : fixing t, there exists some k such that if K t ≤ k, it rejects, and if K t > k, it accepts.
(3) if the arrival distribution is uniform, the decision is monotone non-increasing in t: fixing K t , there exists some θ such that if t ≤ θ, it accepts, and if t > θ, it rejects. There are distributions for which this monotonicity does not hold.
In the classical secretary problem (L i = 0), the optimal rule only depends on the number of candidates seen thus far but not on the time that has passed. We give examples where stochastic departures make the dependence on both the time and number of candidates unavoidable (Examples 4 and 5 in Section 3).
Our second main result is showing that when the arrival distribution is continuous and the number of candidates is large, the decisions do not have to depend on the number of candidates anymore. So, a single-threshold policy achieves a good success probability.
Theorem 2. There exists a threshold policy θ for the stochastic departure secretary problem with a continuous arrival distribution that is independent of n and K t , that accepts a candidate on 1 Technically, in these models, the i th candidate arrives at time i n ; the arrival times are not drawn from some distribution. It is well known (e.g., Vardi [2015] ), that for large n, their model is asymptotically equivalent to uniform arrivals.
departure if and only if he is the best so far and t > θ. In the limit for large n, its (asymptotic) success probability matches the one of an optimal policy.
When n is small, even if the departure time is immediate, policies that set a time threshold are far from optimal (Example 24 in Appendix A). Theorem 2 also carries over to the setting in which the arrivals are generated in a Poisson point process; that is, the overall number of candidates n is not fixed but random, see Section 4.1.
Techniques
When facing a decision, the optimal policy picks a candidate if and only if this gives a higher success probability than rejecting it. The success probability after a rejection again depends on the policy. As a result, when characterizing the optimal policy throughout the paper, the success probabilities are frequently bound in different conditional probability spaces.
A pivotal technique to bound these success probabilities is simulation arguments. A simple such argument is used to prove Claim (1) of Theorem 1, where we show that it is sufficient for the optimal policy to know the time t and number of candidates seen so far K t . If this is not the case, there are two histories for the same time t and number of candidates K t for which the optimal policy makes different decisions. Since the success probabilities when accepting are identical, the success probabilities when rejecting have to be different. We then define a new policy that follows the decisions of the optimal policy for the "better" history whenever it sees the "worse" one. We show that all the relevant events have identical marginal probabilities, and therefore our new policy does better than the optimal policy on the "worse" history, a contradiction.
Later arguments require a more detailed look at the probability spaces generating the events. For example, to show Claim (2) of Theorem 1, we have to argue that after having seen k candidates if the success probability when accepting the current candidate is higher than the one when rejecting, then the same holds when having seen k + 1 candidates. In this case, the simulating policy pretends that k + 1 candidates arrived rather than k. It does so by deleting a random future arrival and replacing it by a rejected candidate earlier in the sequence. The complication is that future observations when having seen k candidates are still not identically distributed to the future observations when having seen k + 1 candidates. We overcome this by coupling with a suitably chosen conditional probability space. As a result, the probability of a future observation can only be smaller by a multiplicative factor, namely the probability of the conditioned upon event. That is, even though this coupling does not give a one-to-one correspondence between the two probability spaces, we can still get an upper bound on the probability of a future observation, which suffices for our purpose.
At first glance, Theorem 2 seems quite straightforward. If n is large, the number of arrivals by time t, K t , is concentrated around its expectation. Therefore, a policy can, with some error, replace K t by E[K t ]. While this observation may be correct, it is by far not enough to prove the theorem. For example, it is not clear whether the policy designed this way is a threshold policy for every fixed n. Furthermore, the theorem states that a single policy is near optimal for all large n simultaneously. Therefore, one would also have to prove that the policies for different n have a common limit of some sort.
Our approach is to instead construct an explicit threshold policy. At any time t, the policy compares two probabilities: (a) the probability that the overall best candidate arrives by t, and (b) the success probability of an optimal policy that only accepts candidates arriving after t. Whenever (a) is greater than (b), accept a departing candidate if he is the best so far. Note that by definition (a) is non-decreasing and (b) is non-increasing in t, so this policy is a threshold policy. To prove asymptotic optimality, we observe that the optimal policy actually compares the same probabilities but in the probability space conditioned on K t and the candidate that is best so far leaving at time t. We show that, because of concentration bounds, the conditional probabilities are in most cases close to the unconditional ones. For this reason, the newly constructed policy makes different decisions only when the two options, accept or reject, yield similar success probabilities. It then remains to bound the loss in success probability by these errors. We compare conditional and unconditional probabilities using simulation arguments. Again, success probabilities conditioning on different numbers of arrivals are compared. The key difference is that the question now is not whether one of them is bigger than the other, but by how much they differ.
Case study: Poisson arrivals and exponential departures
The most interesting choice arrival and departure distributions are arguably Poisson arrivals and exponential departures. The Poisson process has a long history of modeling stochastic arrival processes, e.g., Bajari and Hortaçsu [2003] , Pinker et al. [2003] . Similarly, the exponential distribution is arguably the most popular way to model "impatience" or waiting times, e.g., Baccelli et al. [1984] , Garnett et al. [2002] . Concretely, we would like to compute the optimal threshold for the following setting. Candidates arrive according to a Poisson process with parameter δ; the waiting distribution is exponential with rate λ. As we mentioned earlier, threshold policies are approximately optimal in this scenario. We give a closed form expression for the probability of success as a function of a threshold.
Unfortunately, this scenario does not fall within our framework, as the number of arrivals is unknown a-priori. However, we show that for sufficiently large δ, we can leverage our previous insights, in order to (1) show that a threshold policy is approximately optimal, and (2) find a closed form expression for the probability of success as a function of this threshold. See Section 5 for more details.
Related work
The secretary problem and its variants have received much attention in the later part of the 20th century. We refer the reader to Freeman [1983] and Ferguson [1989] for surveys on the classical literature on secretary problems and variations thereof. More recently, there has been a surge of interest in variations of the secretary problem in the theoretical computer science community, (e.g., Babaioff et al. [2008] , Hajiaghayi et al. [2004] , Kesselheim et al. [2013] , Rubinstein [2016] ) in large part driven by its applications to online mechanism design, in particular ad-auctions, where users arrive online and are matched to advertisers. Notable variants include the matroid secretary problem (e.g., Babaioff et al. [2007] , Kleinberg and Weinberg [2012] , Lachish [2014] ) and the prophet secretary (e.g., Azar et al. [2018] , Ehsani et al. [2018] , Esfandiari et al. [2015] ), as well as applications in sequential posted pricing (e.g., Beyhaghi et al. [2018] , Chawla et al. [2010] ) and online trading (e.g., Koutsoupias and Lazos [2018] ).
Special cases of not making an immediate decision have been addressed in the literature: Goldys [1978] showed that the expected rank of the accepted candidate tends to ≈ 2.57 as n tends to infinity, when one is allowed to choose either the current candidate or the previous one. This is in contrast to the expected rank of ≈ 3.87 when one is only allowed to choose the current candidate, shown by Chow et al. [1964] . In this setting, the value of a candidate is n−i when the i th best candidate is accepted, as opposed to 1 if the best candidate is accepted and 0 otherwise in the classical setting. The scenario considered by Goldys is sometimes called a "sliding window". In the online setting, a sliding window of size x means that after seeing an item (candidate), the algorithm does not need to make a decision until it has seen x more items. Sliding windows have been considered for many online and streaming problems (e.g., Becchetti and Koutsoupias [2009] , Datar et al. [2002] , Feigenbaum et al. [2004] ). Goldys' setting is a sliding window of size 1. Ho and Krishnan [2015] considered more general sizes of sliding windows. They give an optimal threshold-based rule for maximizing the probability of accepting the best candidate; give a recursive (non-explicit) formula for the probability of hiring the best candidate using sliding windows of size n/i for constant i; and give an asymptotic bound when the window size is at least n/2. Vardi [2015] considered the scenario where candidates arrive k times each, and the arrival order is uniform over the (kn)! possible arrival orders. He gave an optimal threshold-based strategy for accepting the best candidate and computed the success probability for k = 2, as well as giving upper bounds for the matroid secretary version of this problem. Hoefer and Wilhelmi [2018] extended these results to other packing domains. Petruccelli [1981] considered the case when the interviewer is able to recall some candidate from the past with some probability p > 0.
We note that in all of the above cases-in contrast to our setting-the optimal policy depends only on the number of observed candidates, and not on the time at which the decision is made (in fact, in the works above, the two are typically interchangeable).
Model
A set S of n candidates arrive and depart over time. For concreteness, we assume that events only occur in the interval [0, 1] . There is a total order on S, and the goal is to select the best element in this order. For each i ∈ S, an arrival time A i is drawn independently from the arrival distribution A and a waiting time L i (denoting how long the candidate stays in the system) is a non-negative real number drawn i.i.d. from some distribution L, which we call the waiting time distribution. The results of Section 3 all hold for arbitrary arrival distributions except for Lemma 12, which concerns the uniform distribution. In Section 4, we assume that the arrival distribution is continuous; i.e., has no point masses. The departure time
We index the set S by arrival time, i.e., by 1, . . . , n in such a way that A 1 ≤ A 2 ≤ . . . ≤ A n ; the total order can be expressed as a permutation π : [n] → [n]. The algorithm is successful if it chooses i ∈ [n] such that π(i) = 1. The goal is to design an algorithm that maximizes the probability of selecting the best candidate. It will be useful to represent the permutation π as a sequence of relative ranks R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R n , where R i ∈ [i] indicates the number of candidates among 1, . . . , i that are at least as good as i. Formally, R i = |{j ≤ i | π(j) ≤ π(i)}|. This representation has the advantage that it matches the knowledge of the algorithm. After i arrivals it knows exactly R 1 , . . . , R i but it does not know how these candidates compare to future arrivals. We can therefore apply the principle of deferred decisions and assume that R i+1 , . . . , R n will be drawn independently at later points in time. At time t, we call the candidate max{i : A i ≤ t, R i = 1} the best-so-far.
Whenever a candidate leaves, the algorithm must irrevocably make a choice to accept or reject based only on the history until time t. A history is a triple h = ( a, d, r) such that, for some k,
k is a vector of departure times (where ⊥ indicates the candidate has not departed by time t), and r are the relative ranks of the k candidates. Note that the history cannot contain the realization of the random variable for the time a candidate stays in the system if he is still there at time t. Denote by hist t the random variable for the history at time t; h will be used for realizations of this random variable.
Optimal Stopping Rule
In this section, we characterize the optimal stopping rule when the candidates arrive according to distribution A and the waiting time is sampled from some distribution L.
Definition 3. We call a policy for the stochastic departure secretary problem bivariate if its decision (to accept or reject), given a history h, depends only on t and K t , the number of candidates that have arrived up to time t. In other words, there exists a function Θ n (t, K t ),
such that whenever a candidate x departs at time t and K t candidates have arrived prior to t, accept if x is the best candidate seen so far and Θ n (t, K t ) = 1, otherwise reject. Theorem 1. There exists an optimal policy for the stochastic departure secretary problem that is bivariate. The function Θ n is non-decreasing in K t for fixed t and if A is uniform it is nonincreasing in t for fixed K t .
The following two examples show that both K t and t are necessary, i.e., Θ is indeed a function of both K t and t, and not just of one of them.
Example 4 (The optimal policy depends on K t ). It is trivial to confirm that for any t, any n > 2, and any distributions, if K t = 1 the optimal policy rejects, and if K t = n the optimal policy accepts.
Example 5 (The optimal policy depends on t). Let the arrival distribution be the uniform distribution, and assume that each candidate stays in the system for some very small fixed time ǫ. If the number of candidates that have arrived by time 4/9 is 4n/9, we should accept, as we are virtually in the regular secretary case. To see this most clearly, first notice that in the immediate departure setting, the probability of success when rejecting is at most 1 e 2 . Second, the probability of success given the policy rejects at time t is upper bounded by the probability of success given the policy rejects at time t conditioned on candidates overlapping + the probability that candidates overlap. The first term is equal to the probability of success in the instant departure setting, and the second term is upper bounded by 1 n by picking ǫ ∈ O( 1 n 3 ). On the other hand,the probability of success of accepting at time t is 4/9.
However, if at time t = 1−ǫ the number of candidates that has arrived is 4n/9, we should reject: all the remaining candidates will arrive by time t + ǫ, and none of them will depart. Therefore, the probability of success if we reject is equal to the probability that the best candidate is not one of the first 4n 9 candidates, i.e., 5/9. Example 23 (Appendix A) shows that there exist some arrival and departure distributions for which the optimal policy's decision is not non-increasing on t, i.e., for some t the optimal policy rejects but for some t ′ > t it accepts.
Generally, an optimal policy at any point in time makes a decision that maximizes the probability of success from this point onwards. As ties can occur, the policy is not unique. Therefore, we will consider lazy policies: A policy is lazy if it rejects whenever at a time of departure acceptance and rejection have identical conditional success probabilities. Observe that there is always a lazy optimal policy and it is unique. Denote this policy by opt. We first make some standard observations regarding the optimal lazy policy opt (see, e.g., Bruss [2000] , Dynkin [1963] , Gilbert and Mosteller [1966] ).
Observation 6. opt only accepts candidates that are best-so-far.
Given a time t, let acc t be the policy that accepts only at time t and only in the event that the best-so-far candidate departs at time exactly t. Let rej t be the policy that rejects all departing candidates up to and including time t and thereafter continues with the optimal policy. Given any policy pol, we denote by success(pol) the event that pol selects the best candidate.
Observation 7. Given a time t, let h be a history until t in which a best-so-far candidate departs at t. Then opt accepts this candidate if and only if it has not accepted any candidate before and
Observation 8. Given a time t, let h be a history until t in which k candidates have arrived by time t and a best-so-far candidate departs at time t. Then Pr [success (
Henceforth, when reasoning about opt, we only consider the events when a candidate that is the best out of all those seen thus far leaves; as opt never needs to accept at any other time, it suffices to define opt only on these events.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need to prove three things: (1) The optimal policy depends only on t and K t (not on the complete history hist t ) (Lemma 9), (2) the optimal policy is monotone non-decreasing in K t (Lemma 11), and (3) the optimal policy is monotone non-decreasing in t for uniform arrivals (Lemma 12).
The optimal policy is bivariate
Lemma 9. Given n, the arrival distribution A and waiting time distribution L, the optimal lazy policy can be described by a bivariate function. That is, the decisions depend only on the time t and K t , the number of candidates that have arrived until time t.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. If it is not sufficient for opt to know K t and t, then there must be two histories at time t with the same K t for which opt decides differently. Denote these histories by h and h ′ . As the probability of success if the candidate is accepted is the same in both cases (by Observation 8), it must hold that the probability of success if they reject is different.
Denote two such histories by h = ( a, d, r) and
It is easy to verify that it is possible to transition from h to h ′ in finitely many steps h (0) , . . . , h (m) such that h (0) = h, h (m) = h ′ and each pair h (i) , h (i+1) differs only in a single entry in the arrivals, departures, or rank vector. As the probability of success when rejecting on h and h ′ is different, there must be some i such that the probability of success when rejecting on
. We first show that opt rejects on h (i) and accepts on h (i+1) . Assume that the opposite holds, i.e., opt accepts at h (i) and rejects at h (i+1) . Then we have that Pr success opt h
a contradiction. The first equality follows from the assumption that opt accepts at h (i) . The second is from Observation 8. The third inequality and last equality follows from the assumption that opt rejects at h (i+1) .
Next, we define a new policy that rejects on history h (i+1) and has better probability of success than opt, a contradiction. If the difference between h (i) and h (i+1) is in a
for some j, simply write h (i) instead of h (i+1) (i.e., change the different coordinate), and continue with opt h (i) (as if the history at this time is h (i) ). As the marginal probability of every future event is identical for h (i) and h (i+1) , the modified algorithm has the same probability of success as it would when the written history is h (i+1) . This is in contradiction to the optimality of opt h (i+1) .
If d
for some j, we consider the three possibilities:
=⊥. The same reasoning as above holds; overwrite h (i+1) by h (i) and continue with opt h (i) .
d
Similarly, overwrite h (i+1) by h (i) ; when candidate j departs (at some time after t), ignore her departure.
Informally, now the algorithm "believes" that candidate j is still in the system, and at time D j = min{A j + L ′ j , 1} it will simulate candidate j departing. Because the algorithm never accepts candidate j when it leaves, this gives the same conditional probability for all possible futures as when the history is h (i) , hence Pr success opt
Monotonicity in the number of candidates.
In order to show that the optimal policy is monotone non-decreasing in K t , we need to reason about how candidates arrive after time t. We summarize these arrivals as follows: The future after time t, denoted by fut t , is the vector of all arrivals A Kt+1 , . . . , A n , durations L Kt+1 , . . . , L n , and indicators B Kt+1 , . . . , B n , where B i = 1 if R i = 1 and B i = 0 otherwise. That is, B i is an indicator for the event that the i-th arriving candidate is the best one seen so far at the time of arrival. Note that, as opt is a bivariate policy, fut t completely determines whether or not opt selects the best candidate after time t.
We will be interested in the conditional probability spaces given that K t = k for some k. Let us describe two equivalent ways of sampling a conditional future after time t given that K t = k. The first way to draw a future at random is the following: Draw n − k times from A conditioned on (t, 1] and order them such that A k+1 ≤ A k+2 ≤ . . . ≤ A n . Furthermore, independently draw L i from L and set B i = 1 with probability 1 i . The second way to draw a conditional future at random is the following: draw n − k times from A conditioned on (t, 1] and from L, and n − k times without repetition from [n] . Arbitrarily partition the sampled values into triples: (a i , ℓ i , π i ), where
. Sort these triples by a i and set B i = 1 whenever it π i is smaller than all π i ′ that appear before in the sequence and all values that do not appear at all.
Let E t be the event that at time t a candidate leaves and is best so far. We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 10. For any t ∈ [0, 1] and any k ∈ [n − 1], it holds that
Proof. Let pol be the following policy. It rejects all candidates that depart up to (and including) time t. At time t, it draws an integer j uniformly at random from {K t +1, . . . , n} and then numbers the remaining candidates by {K t +1, . . . , n}, according to their arrival order. pol then executes the optimal policy as if the j-th candidate had already arrived and was not the best until time t. When a new candidate x arrives, pol discovers whether x is better than all of the candidates it has seen thus far. If he is better than all of them, pol assumes he is also better than the j-th candidate. As we've already shown, the optimal policy's decision at time t ′ only depends on K t ′ and if the currently departing candidate is the best one so far, so pol can simulate it on the pretended input. Because rej t follows the optimal policy after t , we have
We will show that
Combining Inequalities (1) and (2) will complete the proof. Denote by I j the event that the j-th candidate is not better than the first k candidates. In order to prove Inequality (2), we show the following: (i) Pr[I j ] = k k+1 , and (ii) the "pretend" futures that pol observes, conditioned on the event that j is not better than the first k, are distributed identically to fut t , conditioned on K t = k + 1. In other words, let D 1 be the distribution of futures that pol observes if j is not better than the first k candidates; let D 2 be the distribution of fut t , when
Statement (i) is true because the probability that a randomly chosen candidate is not the best out of a set of k + 1 is exactly k k+1 . For Statement (ii), we use the second way to draw a conditional future described above. Removing a uniformly selected observation from the ordered sequence is equivalent to removing, for example, the last draw of the unordered tuples (a i , ℓ i , π i ). The event I j corresponds to the event that the respective value π n−k is higher than the smallest value that is not drawn. This means, irrespective of where π n−k appears in the ordered sequence, the observations B i do not change after it is removed. Therefore, as pol and rej t make the same decisions on the same observations, and these observations are identically distributed given that the j-th candidate is not better than the first k candidates,
Lemma 11. For any number of candidates n, time t, arrival distribution A and waiting time distribution L, the optimal policy's Θ n function is monotone non-decreasing in K t .
Proof. Assume that there are some t and k such that Θ n (t, k) = 1 and Θ n (t, k + 1) = 0, i.e. the optimal policy accepts when k candidates have arrived and the best so far departs at time t, but rejects when k + 1 candidates have arrived (and the best so far departs at time t). Let E t be the event that at time t a candidate leaves and is best so far. Then
Furthermore Θ n (t, k) = 1 and Θ n (t, k + 1) = 0 mean that
Combining inequalities (3) and (4) we have that Pr[success(
, in contradiction to Lemma 10.
Monotonicity in time
In the arrival distribution is uniform, we also have monotonicity of Θ n in t. If we compare two points in time t < t ′ , conditional on K t = k and K t ′ = k respectively, it is easier for the algorithm to succeed from t ′ , that is if there is less time remaining. The reason is that we can pretend all arrivals between t ′ and 1 actually appear between t and 1 by linear scaling. The effect of this linear scaling is that the pretended arrival times appear as if they are uniformly drawn from (t, 1] but the durations for which candidates are larger than if they were drawn from L. Consequently, the optimal policy is more reluctant at later points in time because the probability of success when continuing the sequence is larger. This argument only works if A is indeed uniform. In Example 23 we show that for a non-uniform distribution the optimal choices might not be monotone non-increasing in t.
Lemma 12. If the arrival distribution is uniform, then for any number of candidates n, number of candidates that have arrived so far K t and waiting time distribution L, the optimal policy's bivariate function Θ n is monotone non-increasing in t.
Proof. Assume that there are times t ′ < t such that for some k we have Θ n (t ′ , k) = 0, Θ n (t, k) = 1, i.e., the optimal policy accepts at time t if k candidates have arrived and the best so far departs at time t, but rejects for time t < t ′ .
By Observation 8, any algorithm that accepts the best of k candidates has success probability k n . Therefore, it must hold that the success probabilities of rejecting differ. Letting E t denote the event that at time t a candidate leaves and is best so far, we have
Towards a contradiction, we describe for the case K t = k and E t a policy pol that rejects at time t and whose success probability is Pr[success(
. This will contradict the optimality of rej t .
To define a new policy pol, we observe that we can safely pretend that candidates leave early. We can setL i = 1−t 1−t ′ L i and accordingly pretend departure timesD i = A i +L i . At the actual departure time D i , we can perform whatever we would have atD i if the departure times werẽ D k+1 , . . . ,D n . This is possible because
. . , R n , we define a policy as follows. We linearly scale the time interval (t, 1] to (t ′ , 1], defining
On these inputs, we run policy rej t ′ , pretending that K t ′ = k and E t ′ .
Observe that as the scaling is linear A ′ k+1 , . . . , A ′ n is an ordered sequence of n − k values from the uniform distribution on (
. . , R n is distributed like a future on after t ′ .
Therefore, the success probability of pol is Pr[success(
Optimal Policy in the Limit
We now show that for large n optimal policies have an even simpler structure. To get the optimal performance asymptotically, it is enough to define a time threshold t * such that, irrespective of the number of arrivals, we always accept a departing candidate that is the best-so-far if he departs at time t ≥ t * . We call such policies single-threshold policies. Note that, if n is small, even if the departure time is instant, policies that set a time threshold can be far from optimal (see Example 24 in Appendix A). Proofs missing from this section can be found in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. Given any continuous arrival distribution A and arbitrary departure distribution L, there exists a policy pol * defined by a threshold t * with the following properties. It accepts a candidate upon leaving at time t if and only if he is the best so far and t > t * . For every ǫ > 0, there is an n 0 such that for all n > n 0 , the success probability of pol * is at least Pr[success(opt n )] − ǫ, where opt n is the optimal policy on n candidates.
To define the policy of Theorem 2, we first make some observations regarding the conditional success probabilities that a policy has to consider when making accept/reject decisions.
Let E t denote the event that the best-so-far candidate leaves at time t. Let pol t be the best policy out of those that reject all candidates that arrive until time t (including t). Recall that rej t is the policy that rejects all candidates that depart until (and including) time t, and thereafter continues with the optimal policy. Note that pol t and rej t are different, but conditioned on E t they have the same probability of success, i.e., Pr[success(pol t ) | E t ] = Pr[success(rej t ) | E t ]. This is because if E t occurs rej t does not accept any candidate that arrived before t either. Define P n (t) to be the success probability of an optimal policy for n candidates that does not accept any candidate that arrives until time t (including t). In other words, P n (t) = Pr[success(pol t )].
Lemma 13. For any fixed t the sequence (P n (t)) n∈N is non-increasing.
Proof. For this proof, we use pol n t to denote pol t for a fixed n. We show that pol n t can also simulate pol n ′ t for n ′ ≥ n while maintaining the same success probability. For this simulation, pol n t pretends that n ′ − n additional candidates arrive (in the interval [0, 1]), and that each of these is worse than the real n candidates. It does so by drawing n ′ − n additional samples from the distributions A and L. On the overall n ′ candidates it runs pol n ′ t . Naturally, it selects the best candidate if and only if pol n ′ t does. Therefore
Lemma 14. For all n ∈ N and t < t ′ , we have P n (t) ≥ P n (t ′ ). That is, the function t → P n (t) is non-increasing in t. Furthermore, it is continuous in t.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary t < t ′ . By definition, pol t maximizes Pr[success(p ol)] among all policiesp ol that reject all candidates that arrive until time t. The policy pol t ′ would also be a policy that rejects all candidates that arrive until time t. Therefore P n (t) = Pr[success(pol t )] ≥ Pr[success(pol t ′ )] = P n (t ′ ) whenever t ≤ t ′ .
To show continuity, we observe that
where A is the CDF of the arrival distribution. This is because n(A(t ′ ) − A(t)) is an upper bound on the probability of there being some arrival between t and t ′ . Taking the limit t ′ → t shows right continuity in t and t → t ′ shows left continuity in t ′ .
Given that (P n (t)) n∈N is non-increasing and lower-bounded by 0, the limit P (t) = lim n→∞ P n (t) exists for any fixed t. Furthermore, because these functions are continuous, by Dini's theorem, this convergence is uniform, meaning that also lim n→∞ sup t∈R |P (t) − P n (t)| = 0. As a consequence, the function t → P (t) is non-increasing and continuous.
As P and A are continuous and have the same domain, the range of A is [0, 1] and the range of P is [0, p] for some p ∈ (0, 1), they must intersect. That is, there has to be some t * such that P (t) ≥ A(t) for t < t * and P (t) ≤ A(t) for t > t * . This gives rise to the following definition.
Definition 15. Let pol * be a threshold policy such that pol * (t) = 0 whenever t ≤ t * and pol * (t) = 1 whenever t > t * (and the candidate that is the best so far departs).
We prove that pol * is asymptotically optimal. A key component of our proof is to consider policies that are almost optimal in their local choices. We call such policies δ-wrong.
Definition 16. Given δ ≥ 0, a δ-wrong policy is derived from the optimal policy by changing the choices as follows. Whenever the expected payoff from the two options accept and reject differs by at most δ, make an arbitrary choice.
Lemma 17. Any δ-wrong policy has success probability at least Pr[success(opt n )]−6 ln(n+1)δ− 1 n . This lemma is shown by tracing back the errors through the recursive definition of the success probability. We make use of the fact that the number of points at which a best so far leaves is bounded by O(log n) with high probability. Furthermore, we make use of the following concentration result. Let γ = 2 n ln(2n).
Lemma 18. With probability 1 − 1 n , for all times t ∈ R, the number of arrivals so far lies in the interval [A(t)n − γ, A(t)n + γ].
The next two lemmas are the technical core of our argument: We compare the conditional probability Pr[success(rej t ) | E t , K t = k] to the unconditional probability P n (t) = Pr[success(pol t )]. We show that for suitable choices of n, t, and k they are close to each other. Our constructed threshold policy uses the unconditional probability whereas the optimal policy uses the conditional one. Due to this bound, the threshold policy makes reasonably good decisions.
The first step is to remove the conditioning on K t . The next statement is similar to Lemma 10, and it is also proven using simulation arguments. The differences are that the error is now additive and we need both upper and lower bounds.
Lemma 19. For any t and any k ∈ [A(t)n − γ, A(t)n + γ], we have
The next step is to remove the conditioning on E t .
Lemma 20. For any t, we have
Proof. Let X be the event that exactly one candidate leaves at time t. (As the arrival distribution is continuous, almost surely no two candidates leave at the same time; therefore, we can ignore these events.) To get the probability of exactly k candidates arriving by time t conditioned on X , we can consider only n − 1 candidates drawing their arrival times. Exactly k − 1 of them have to arrive by time t. Therefore,
Now, we turn to the probability of E t conditioned on X . By the law of total probability, it can be written as Pr[
because we condition on exactly k candidates arriving by time t and one of them leaving at time t. Using Equation 6, we get
Using Bayes' rule, we can rewrite Pr[
This allows us to simplify Pr[success(pol t ) | E t ]. We use the fact that after conditioning on K t = k, the event E t is independent of success(pol t ): it is only an event concerning the first k arrivals, all of which happen by t, whereas for success(pol t ) only the last n − k arrivals matter, which arrive after t. Therefore
Given this observation, we can relate P n (t) to the conditional probability Pr[success(pol t ) | E t ]:
On the one hand, this implies the upper bound of the lemma
On the other hand, it also implies the lower bound
For the final step, we use Pr[K t = 0] = (1 − A(t)) n .
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let δ = ǫ 18 ln(n+1) . Because of uniform convergence, if n is large enough then sup t |P n (t) − sup n ′ ≥n P n ′ (t)| < We consider the following bivariate policyp ol. On (t, K t ) execute pol * (t) if K t ∈ [A(t)n − γ, A(t)n + γ], otherwise execute opt(t, K t ). We observe that by Lemma 18 only with probability 1 n , there is a t for which K t ∈ [A(t)n − γ, A(t)n + γ]. Therefore, the executions ofp ol and pol * only differ with probability Consider any t and k such thatp ol(t, k) = opt(t, k). It suffices to show that for such values of t and k, the probabilities of success for accepting and rejecting the departing candidate (which is a best-so-far candidate by definition) differ only by δ. That is it suffices to show that
By construction k ∈ [A(t)n − γ, A(t)n + γ] (otherwise the two policies would be identical). 
By Observation 8 this implies |Pr[success(acc
In the case that opt(t, k) = 0 butp ol(t, k) = pol * (t) = 1, we must have t > t * , i.e. P (t) < A(t) by the definition of pol * (t). So also P n (t) ≤ P (t) + δ 2 < A(t) + δ 2 . Furthermore, P (t) ≥ 1 e − A(t); to see this, notice that for every n, (1) P n (0) ≥ 1 e (since the classic, instant departure setting is a special case), and (2) a feasible policy for P n (t) is to execute P n (0) but never accept a candidate that arrives before t (which happens with probability A(t)). Therefore, in this case
. This gives us
In the case that opt(t, k) = 1 butp ol(t, k) = pol * (t) = 0 we have P (t) > A(t), meaning that also
, then we use non-negativity of the probability to get
Poisson arrivals
Our result for large numbers of candidates also carries over to the setting in which the arrivals are generated by a Poisson point process. That is, the overall number of candidates n is not fixed but random. One way to interpret the input generation is that first the number of candidates n as well as A 1 , . . . , A n are determined, and only afterwards candidates are assigned to the arrival times in a random permutation. In a homogeneous Poisson point process with parameter δ, the probability of exactly k arrivals by time t is given as Pr[
That is, it is given by a Poisson distribution with parameter δt; both expectation and variance are δt.
Theorem 21. Consider arrivals generated by a homogeneous Poisson point process with parameter δ and any departure distribution L. There exists a policy pol * defined by a threshold t * with the following properties. It accepts a candidate when she is leaving at time t if and only if she is the best so far and t > t * . For every ǫ > 0, there is a δ 0 such that for all δ > δ 0 , the success probability of pol * is at least Pr[success(opt δ )] − ǫ, where opt δ is the optimal policy for parameter δ.
The proof of Theorem 21 is deferred to Appendix B.
Case Study: Poisson Arrivals and Exponential Departures
In this section we consider the following setting. Candidates arrive in the time interval [0, 1] according to a Poisson distribution with parameter δ. The candidates draw their waiting time from distribution L, an exponential distribution with parameter λ. An irrevocable decision to hire a candidate must be made by his departure or time 1, whichever is sooner. In Section 5.1 we give a closed form expression for the optimal probability of selecting the best candidate, when δ → ∞. For λ → ∞, the success probability of setting a threshold θ is −θ ln θ for all θ ∈ [0, 1], recovering the classical setting Ferguson [1989] . We give the optimal threshold and success probabilities for some natural values of λ in Table 1 . Figures 1 and 2 that show the optimal threshold and the probability of success as a function of λ. 
Computing the optimal threshold
When δ → ∞, we know that an (almost) optimal policy is a single-threshold one, by Theorem 21. The next theorem provides a closed form for the success probability for this policy for a given θ.
Theorem 22. For the stochastic departing secretary problem with Poisson arrivals with parameter δ → ∞ and exponential departures with rate λ, the success probability for the single-threshold strategy with threshold θ tends to
Proof. For the proof it will be useful to have slightly different notation. We use A i , L i , D i to refer to the i-th best candidate and not the i-th arrival time as in the previous sections. That is, A 1 is the random variable indicating the arrival of the best candidate. L 1 denotes the random variable indicating the length of stay and D 1 the departure time of the best candidate.
Furthermore, denote the random variable indicating the (true) rank of the best candidate seen in the time interval [0, t] by rob t . We abuse notation and refer to the candidate by rob t as well. The meaning will always be clear from context. Let here(t) be the event that rob t has not departed by time t, and gone(t) be the event that rob t has departed by time t.
For large enough δ, we can leverage Theorem 21. In particular, we can henceforth analyze the uniform arrival setting instead of the Poisson arrival setting. We can also infer that the following policy, denoted here by pol θ , is asymptotically optimal: if rob t departs at time t > θ, for some predetermined θ, accept. Otherwise, reject. Our goal is to compute θ and Pr[success(pol θ )].
We partition the event space into four disjoint events: (1) A 1 ≤ θ, (2) A 1 > θ and here(θ), (3) no candidates arrive before θ (naturally A 1 > θ in this case), and (4) A 1 > θ and gone(θ). Note that in events (2) and (4) at least one candidate has arrived, and are therefore disjoint from (3). The last event is further broken down into n − 1 disjoint events, based on the rank of rob θ :
Case (1) is handled by Lemma 27 in Appendix C and is straightforward. For case (2), if the best candidate that has arrived until θ has not departed, we select it unless a better candidate arrives before its departure. In order to select the best candidate, we need a contiguous chain between θ and the arrival of the best candidate. Here we use the memorylessness of the exponential distribution. Case (3) is negligible for any non-zero θ. Case (4) is the most challenging. To analyze this case, we consider the following, suboptimal policy: Whenever the best-so-far leaves, accept him. This is identical to setting a threshold θ = 0 in the single-threshold policy; we call this policy the no waiting policy. Setting the threshold at zero makes it easier to precisely analyze the success probability, for any n. This step also relies on the waiting times coming from a memoryless distribution. The analysis of this step is in Appendix D. We then notice that if we knew the rank k of the best-so-far at θ, the probability of success thereafter would be exactly the success probability of the no waiting policy with k candidates. To conclude the analysis, we sum over all possible values of k.
Using Claim 31 (in Appendix C), Equation (7) simplifies to the following, where we denote by win(k, [θ, 1]) the event that we select the best candidate in the no waiting policy, when k candidates arrive, where the candidates arrive over the interval [θ, 1] .
The remaining ingredients necessary for further simplification are (i) as n goes to infinity
(1−θ) k k and n k=2
(1−θ) k−1 λ converge to θ − ln θ − 1 and 1−θ λθ respectively. Combining the above ingredients (see Claim 32 for the calculations) we have:
Future directions
There are several interesting open avenues for related research; we mention two. The first interesting direction is relaxing the assumption that the system knows when a candidate is about to depart. In this work, we assume that the optimal policy receives a signal when each candidate departs, and is allowed to make a decision thereafter. What happens when we only receive a signal immediately after a candidate's departure?
The stochastic departure aspect of our model can be applied to virtually all variations of the secretary problem. Of particular interest is the effect of stochastic departures on the matroid secretary problem Babaioff et al. [2007] . This would possibly have applications to online mechanism design problems, as matroid secretary problems have a strong connection with online auctions e.g., Babaioff et al. [2008] . What are the optimal policy and approximation guarantees for matroid secretary problems with stochastic departures?
A Some more examples
Example 23 (Lemma 12 does not hold for all arrival distributions). Consider the following arrival and departure distributions: each candidate arrives in [0, 4ǫ] or (6ǫ, 1] w.p. ǫ, and in (4ǫ, 6ǫ] w.p. 1 − 2ǫ. Candidates stay in the system for 3ǫ. If 4/9 of the candidates have arrived by 4ǫ, and now the best leaves, we should reject, as Pr[success(acc t )] = 4/9, Pr[success(rej t )] ≈ 5/9. However, if t = 4/9, we should accept, Example 24 (Theorem 2 does not hold for small n). In this example we show that policies that pick a time threshold are not optimal for small n, even for the classic secretary problem with immediate departures (which is a special case of the problem we study). Consider 3 candidates with A i ∈ U [0, 1]. The optimal policy rejects the first candidate, and accept the next best-so-far. The probability of success is 1 2 . To see this most clearly, notice that this policy makes a wrong decision with probability 1 3 , when the best candidate arrives first, and with probability 1 6 , when the order of arrival is 3, 2, 1.
Given a threshold θ we compute the probability of success conditioned on an order of arrival:
The probability of success is
. This is a decreasing function of θ in the interval [0, 1], therefore the optimum is achieved for θ = 0, which gives a probability of success equal to 
B Proofs missing from Section 4
Lemma 17. Any δ-wrong policy has success probability at least Pr[success(opt n )]−6 ln(n+1)δ− 1 n . Proof. To prove the lemma, we explicitly write the Markov Decision Process (MDP) that an optimal policy solves. We have a finite time horizon and an infinite state space. The states have the form (t, K t , b), where t denotes the time that has passed, K t denotes the number of arrivals so far, and b ∈ {⊥, best, other} denotes whether a candidate has been accepted so far and whether it was the best so far. We can go from a state (t, K t , best) to a state (t ′ , K t ′ , other) (t ′ > t, K t ′ > K t ), but not the other way around. The states in which we make a decision are the states at which a best-so-far candidate leaves. If we decide to accept, there are no other decision states afterwards. We can equivalently think of the MDP as a tree of depth n + 1, where the states at depth d are of the form (t, d, b) . It will also be useful to think of the actions, "accept" and "reject", as nodes in this tree that are between depth d and d + 1 but not belonging to either of them. Therefore, a decision state of depth d has two children, A s and R s (for "accept" and "reject") whose children are the states of depth d + 1. By the previous observation, A s does not have predecessor decision states.
A policy is defined at every decision state. The reward of a policy is 1 if the final state is (1, n, best), otherwise it is 0. We denote by V (pol, s, d) the expected reward of a policy pol given that the policy is in state s at depth d. Let V A (pol, s, d) be the expected reward if at (a decision) state s in depth d we take the action accept and V R (pol, s, d) be the same quantity take the action reject. Naturally,
Now, consider any δ-wrong policy pol. By definition, if |V A (opt, s, d) − V R (opt, s, d)| > δ, then pol takes the exact same action as opt, otherwise it is arbitrary. We will transition from opt to pol as follows. Let pol (j) J be the policy that takes the same action as pol in the jth, j + 1-st, . . . , J − 1-st decision, otherwise it follows opt. We will show by induction that V (pol
for all j ≤ J and all states s at depth d. The statement for j = J, which is the base case for our induction, is trivial, since pol (j) J is exactly opt. To transition from j + 1 to j, we distinguish two cases. If in a state s where a policy has to take its j-th action, pol takes the same action as opt, then the actions of pol (j) J and pol
Without loss of generality, assume that the optimal policy accepts whereas pol (and pol
To go from line 8 to line 9 we use the fact that every action we take below state s (where we take the j-th action) is by definition our j + 1-st or higher action, and therefore pol Next, we show that with probability at least 1 − 1 n we encounter at most J = 6 ln(n + 1) candidates that are best-so-far at the time of their departure. To get this upper bound, we observe that each of these candidates has to have been a best so far at time of arrival. Let X be a random variable denoting the number of best so far at arrival. The probability that the i-th arrival is a best-so-far is 1 i . Therefore, E[X] = H n ≤ ln(n + 1). As X can be considered a sum of independent 0/1 (indicator) random variables, standard Chernoff bounds 3 imply 3 The version we use is the following. For a random variable X = n i=1 Yi with expectation µ, where Yi ∈ {0, 1},
That is pol (0)
J and pol differ with probability at most 1 n , implying the lemma.
Proof. For t ∈ R, let Y t be the number of arrivals until time t. Observe that Y t is a sum of n independent 0/1 random variables, each with expectation F (t).
Hoeffding's inequality gives us
By union bound, the probability that there is some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} for which |Y t j − nF (t j )| ≥ n ln(2n) is at most 1 n . Consider an arbitrary t ∈ R and let j be such that
In combination,
Proof. We start by showing that
Consider the following (feasible) policy HAL starting at time t, when events E t , K t = k + 1 have occurred and we have rejected everyone so far (i.e. a policy with success probability is at most the LHS of 11). Ignore the existence of an arbitrary candidate from the first k + 1 that have arrived, and draw a new candidate c from the arrival and departure distributions (conditioned on the arrival time being after t) with random rank. The probability that c is the best candidate overall is exactly 1 n . The new policy HAL copies the decisions of success(rej t ) | E t , K t = k with the "hallucinated" candidate c. If c were a real candidate, then HAL and rej t would succeed in exactly the same events. Whenever rej t succeeds and the candidate picked is not c, then HAL succeeds as well. Therefore, we only need to worry about the outcomes where rej t succeeds and the candidate picked is c; in all these outcomes c is the best candidate overall, and therefore the total probability is at most
which is 11 re-arranged. Inequality 11 implies that for all k 2 ≥ k 1 we have
Furthermore, for all k 1 ≥ k 2 , we have
This is because if K t = k 2 it is a feasible policy to drop a random subset of size k 1 − k 2 of the future arrivals and to simulate the policy for K t = k 1 . The new policy makes the correct select whenever the one for K t = k 1 does, unless one of the dropped candidates is the global best. The latter happens with probability
n . Combining inequalities 12 and 13 we have for all k and
We can partition the probability space by all possible outcomes for K t , to get
The first term is upper bounded by
which by Lemma 18 is at most 1/n. For the second term, we use (14) to get
Combining the two bounds we have
For a lower bound, we completely ignore the first term and get
Proof of Theorem 21. We will use the well-known fact (e.g., Gallager [2012] ) that for any fixed n, conditional on K 1 = n, the arrivals are distributed as n independent draws from the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Given any ǫ > 0, we use Theorem 2 as follows. The theorem tell us that for ǫ ′ = ǫ 2 , there is an n 0 such that for all n > n 0 , Pr[success(pol * ) ≥ Pr[success(opt n )] − ǫ ′ , where opt n is the optimal policy on n arrivals from the uniform distribution. Now choose δ 0 such that δ 0 − δ 0 ǫ ′ > n 0 . This implies that for all δ > δ 0 by Chebyshev's inequality
because in particular opt n could simply simulate opt δ for any n. In combination, this gives us
C Proofs missing from Section 5
We compute the probabilities of the events we used to partition the probability space. These are given by Observations 25 and 26.
We need the following lemma for case (2) of the proof of Theorem 22.
Proof. Let a 1 be the arrival time of the best candidate, i.e. A 1 = a 1 . First, assume that no candidate that is better than rob θ arrives between θ and a 1 . Then we succeed iff the best candidate arrives before rob θ leaves. As the departures distribution is memoryless, given that rob θ hasn't already departed at θ, we can draw the length of its stay L rob θ once again from L at time θ.
To remove the assumption above, note that if a candidate s, that is better than rob θ arrives between θ and the departure time of rob θ , call it d, we can simply use d as the departure time for s and draw a new departure time for rob θ , since distribution L is memoryless. As the event here(θ) is independent of the events L 1 ≥ A 1 − θ and A 1 > θ, Proof. The first part of the Lemma 29 is trivial. In order to prove the second part, we observe the following. Given that gone(θ) and rob θ = k + 1, only the best k candidates can be selected by the algorithm, all of which arrive in [θ, 1] . Therefore, we can ignore all but the best k candidates and compute the probability of success in a scenario where k candidates arrive uniformly at random in the interval [θ, 1] and we select the first candidate that is the best so far at the time of its departure. Applying Claim 34 completes the proof.
The remaining claims of this appendix are technical claims.
Claim 30. (k − 1) dt.
As n goes to infinity, (
Combining Claim 30 with the fact that n k=2
(1−θ) k−1 λ converge to θ − ln θ − 1 and 1−θ λθ respectively, as n goes to infinity, we get that: . Differentiating completes the claim.
Claim 34. The probability of hiring the best candidate with the policy that simply hires the best candidate upon departure with k secretaries with arrival distribution U [θ, 1] and exponential waiting distribution with parameter λ is
Proof. We compute the probability given fixed values of A 1 and first via We observe that if x ≤ y, the probability of selecting the best candidate is 1 because it arrives before any other candidate. Therefore Since the departure distribution is exponential (i.e. memoryless), if no candidate better than first arrives in the interval [y, x] , then the probability of surviving is e −λ(x−y) . To remove this assumption notice that, even if a candidate C that is better than first arrives at some time A C ∈ [y, x], the probability that C remains until x is the same as the probability that first remains until x, conditioned on having stayed until A C .
We have that The first integral is easy to calculate
.
The second integral can be simplified to 
